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Scientific computing categorizes an important class of software applications which
utilize the power of high-end computers to solve important problems in applied dis-
ciplines such as physics, chemistry, and engineering. These applications are typically
characterized by their extensive use of loops that operate on large data sets stored
in multi-dimensional arrays such as matrices and grids. Applications that can pre-
dict the structure of their input data and access these data through array subscripts
analyzable by compilers are typically referred to as regular computations, and ap-
plications that operate on unstructured data (e.g., graphs of arbitrary shapes) via
indirect array references or pointers are referred to as irregular computations.

This chapter focuses on enhancing the performance of regular scientific compu-
tations through source-level program transformations, examples of which include
loop optimizations such as automatic parallelization, blocking, interchange, and fu-
sion/fission, redundancy elimination optimizations such as strength reduction of array
address calculations, and data layout optimizations such array copying and scalar re-
placement. In addition, we introduce POET [34], a scripting language designed for
parameterizing architecture-sensitive optimizations so that their configurations can
be empirically tuned, and use the POET optimization library to demonstrate how to
effectively apply these optimizations on modern multi-core architectures.

1 An Abstract View of the Machine Architecture

Figure 1: Intel Core2Duo architecture [26]

Figure 1 shows an abstract view of the
Intel Core2Duo architecture, which in-
cludes two processors (processors 0 and
1), each with a private L2 cache while
sharing a common system memory with
the other via the system bus. Each pro-
cessor in turn contains two CPU cores
(cores 0-1 and 2-3), each core with a pri-
vate CPU and L1 cache while sharing a
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common L2 cache with another core on the same processor. Most multi-core comput-
ers today have an architecture similar to the one shown in Figure 1, although much
larger numbers of processors and cores may be included. To achieve high performance
on such machines, software must effectively utilize the following resources.

• Concurrent CPU cores, which require applications to be partitioned into multi-
ple threads of computations so that different threads can be evaluated in parallel
on different cores. Multi-threading can be implemented using OpenMP [7] or
various threading libraries such as Pthreads [16] and the Intel TBB [24] library.

• Shared memory, which requires that concurrent accesses to data shared by mul-
tiple threads be synchronized if the data could be modified by any of the threads.
A variety of mechanisms, e.g., locks and mutexes, can be used to coordinate
global data accesses to shared memory. However, frequent synchronizations are
expensive and should be avoided when possible.

• The cache hierarchy, which requires that data accessed by CPU cores be reused
in their private caches to reduce traffics to the main memory. The affinity of
each thread with its data is critical to the overall performance of applications, as
the cost of accessing data from shared memory or remote caches can be orders
of magnitude slower than accessing data from a private L1 cache.

2 Optimizing Scientific Codes

The concept of performance optimization here refers to all program transformations
that change the implementation details of a software application without affecting its
higher-level algorithms or data structures, so that the implementation details, e.g.,
looping structures and data layout, can be more efficiently mapped to an underlying
machine for execution. Such optimizations can be separated into two general cate-
gories: those targeting removing redundancies in the input code, e.g., moving repeti-
tive computations outside of loops, and those targeting reordering of operations and
data to more efficiently utilize architectural components, e.g., by evaluating opera-
tions in parallel on different CPUs. Redundancy elimination can improve performance
irrespective of what machine is used to run the applications. In contrast, reordering
optimizations are usually extremely sensitive to the underlying architecture and could
result in severe performance degradation if misconfigured. This section summarizes
important optimizations in both categories.

2.1 Computation Reordering Optimizations

Most scientific codes are written using loops, so the most important way to reorder
their computation is through restructuring of loops. Here each loop iteration is viewed
as a unit of computation, and evaluation order of these units are reordered so that
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1: void dgemm(double *a,double *b,

double *c, double beta, int n)

2: {

3: int i,j,k;

4: for (j = 0; j < n; j ++)

5: for (i = 0; i < n; i ++)

6: c[j*n+i] = beta*c[j*n+i];

7: for (k = 0; k < n; k ++)

8: for (j = 0; j < n; j ++)

9: for (i = 0; i < n; i ++)

10: c[j*n+i] +=

a[k*n+i] * b[j*n+k];

11:}

(a) original code

1: void dgemm(double *a,double *b,

double *c, double beta, int n)

2: {

3: int i,j,k;

4: for (j = 0; j < n; j ++)

5: for (i = 0; i < n; i ++)

6: c[j*n+i] = beta*c[j*n+i];

7: for (j = 0; j < n; j ++)

8: for (i = 0; i < n; i ++)

9: for (k = 0; k < n; k ++)

10: c[j*n+i] +=

a[k*n+i] * b[j*n+k];

11:}

(b) apply loop interchange to (a)

1: void dgemm(double *a,double *b,

double *c, double beta, int n)

2: {

3: int i,j,k;

4: for (j = 0; j < n; j ++)

5: for (i = 0; i < n; i ++) {

6: c[j*n+i] = beta*c[j*n+i];

7: for (k = 0; k < n; k ++) {

8: c[j*n+i] +=

a[k*n+i] * b[j*n+k];

9: }

10: }

11:}

(c) apply loop fusion to (b)

1: void dgemm(double *a,double *b,

double *c, double beta, int n)

2: {

3: int i,j,k,i1,j1,k1;

4: #pragma omp for private(j1,i1,k1,j,i,k)

5: for (j1=0; j1<n; j1+=32)

6: for (i1=0; i1<n; i1+=32)

7: for (k1=0; k1<n; k1+=32)

8: for (j=0; j<min(32,n-j1); j++)

9: for (i=0; i<min(32,n-i1); i++) {

10: if (k1 == 0)

11: c[(j1+j)*n+(i1+i)] =

beta*c[(j1+j)*n+(i1+i)];

12: for (k = k1; k<min(k1+32,n); k ++) {

13: c[(j1+j)*n+(i1+i)] +=

a[(k1+k)*n+(i1+i)] * b[(j1+j)*n+(k1+k)];

14: }

15: }

16:}

(d) apply loop blocking + parallelization to (c)

1: void dgemm(double *a,double *b,

double *c, double beta, int n)

2: {

3: int i,j,k;

4: for (j = 0; j < n; j++)

5: for (i = 0; i < n ; i+=2) {

6: c[j*n+i] = beta*c[j*n+i];

7: c[j*n+i+1] = beta*c[j*n+i+1];

8: for (k = 0; k<n; k +=4) {

9: c[j*n+i] += a[k*n+i] * b[j*n+k];

10: c[j*n+i] += a[(k+1)*n+i] * b[j*n+(k+1)];

11: c[j*n+i] += a[(k+2)*n+i] * b[j*n+(k+2)];

12: c[j*n+i] += a[(k+3)*n+i] * b[j*n+(k+3)];

13: c[j*n+i+1] += a[k*n+i+1] * b[j*n+k];

14: c[j*n+i+1] += a[(k+1)*n+i+1] * b[j*n+(k+1)];

15: c[j*n+i+1] += a[(k+2)*n+i+1] * b[j*n+(k+2)];

16: c[j*n+i+1] += a[(k+3)*n+i+1] * b[j*n+(k+3)];

17: }

18: }

19:}
(e) apply loop unrolling+unroll&jam to (c)

Figure 2: Applying loop optimizations to a matrix-multiplication routine

they collectively utilize the resources offered by modern architectures more efficiently.
Among the mostly commonly used loop optimizations are loop interchange, fusion,
blocking, parallelization, unrolling, and unroll&jam, illustrated in Figure 2 and sum-
marized in the following. To ensure program correctness, none of these optimizations
should violate any inherit dependences within the original computation [1].

2.1.1 Loop Interchange

As illustrated by Figure 2(b), where the outermost k loop at line 7 of Figure 2(a)
is moved to the innermost position at line 9 in (b), loop interchange rearranges the
order of nesting loops inside one another. After interchange, each iteration (kx, jx, ix)
of the original loop nest in Figure 2(a) is now evaluated at iteration (jx, ix, kx) in (b).
The transformation is safe if each iteration (kx, jx, ix) in (a) depends on only those
iterations (ky, jy, iy) that satisfy ky ≤ kx, jy ≤ jx, iy ≤ ix, so that after interchange,
iteration (jy, iy, ky) is still evaluated before (jx, ix, kx) in (b). Loop interchange is
typically applied early as proper loop nesting order is required for the effectiveness of
many other optimizations.
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2.1.2 Loop Fusion

As illustrated by Figure 2(c), which fuses the two loop nests at lines 4 and 7 of (b)
into a single loop, loop fusion merges disjoint looping structures so that iterations
from different loops are now interleaved. It is typically applied to loops that share a
significant amount of common data, so that related iterations are brought closer and
evaluated together, thereby promoting better cache and register reuse. After fusion,
each iteration (jx, ix) of the second loop nest at line 7 of Figure 2(b) is now evaluated
before all iterations {(jy, iy) : jy > jx or (jy = jx and iy > ix)} of the first loop nest
at line 4. Therefore, the transformation is safe if each iteration (jx, ix) of the second
loop nest does not depend on iterations (jy, iy) of the first loop nest that satisfy the
condition. Similar to loop interchange, loop fusion is applied early so that the merged
loops can be collectively optimized further.

2.1.3 Loop Blocking

Figure 2(d) shows an example of applying loop blocking to Figure 2(c), where each of
the three loops at lines 4, 5, and 7 of (c) is now split into two loops: an outer loop
which increments its index variable each time by a stride of 32, and an inner loop
which enumerates only the 32 iterations skipped by the outer loop. Then, all the
outer loops are placed outside at lines 5-7 of Figure 2(d), so that the inner loops at
lines 8, 9, and 12 comprise a small computation block of 32 ∗ 32 ∗ 32 iterations, where
32 is called the blocking factor for each of the original loops.

Loop blocking is the most commonly applied technique to promote cache reuse,
where a loop-based computation is partitioned into smaller blocks so that the data
accessed by each computation block can fit in some level of cache and thus can be
reused throughout the entire duration of evaluating the block. The transformation is
safe if all the participating loops can be freely interchanged.

2.1.4 Loop Parallelization

When there are no dependences between different iterations of a loop, these iterations
can be arbitrarily reordered and therefore can be evaluated simultaneously on different
processing cores (CPUs). On a SMP (symmetric multiprocessor) architecture such as
that in Figure 1, the parallelization can be expressed using OpenMP [7]. For example,
the OpenMP pragma at line 4 of Figure 2(d) specifies that different iterations of the
outermost j1 loop at line 5 can be assigned to different threads and evaluated in
parallel, with each thread treating j1, i1, k1, j, i, and k as private local variables
and treating all the other data as shared. All the end of the j1 loop, all threads are
terminated and the evaluation goes back to sequential mode. To reduce the cost of
thread creation and synchronization, it is economic to try parallelize the outermost
loop when possible for typical scientific computations.
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2.1.5 Loop Unrolling And Unroll&Jam

When the body of a loop nest contains only a small number of statements, e.g., the
loops in Figure 2(a-d), iterations of the innermost loop can be unrolled to create a
bigger loop body, thus providing the compiler with a larger scope to apply back-end
optimizations (e.g., instruction scheduling and register allocation). For example, the
k loop at line 7 of Figure 2(c) is unrolled in Figure 2(e) at line 8, where the stride
of the k loop in (c) is increased from 1 to 4 in (e), and the skipped iterations are
then explicitly enumerated inside the loop body at lines 9-12 of (e). The number
of iterations being unrolled inside the loop body is called the unrolling factor. Loop
unrolling is typically applied only to the innermost loops so that after unrolling, the
new loop body contains a long sequence of straight-line code.

An similar optimization called unroll&jam can be applied to unroll outer loops and
them jam the unrolled outer iterations inside the innermost loop, so that iterations of
the outer loops are now interleaved with the inner loop to form an even bigger loop
body. For example, the i loop at line 5 of Figure 2(c) is unrolled with a factor of 2 at
line 5 of Figure 2(e), and the unrolled iterations are jammed inside the k loop body
at lines 13-16. Loop unrolling is always safe. Loop unroll&jam, on the other hand,
can be safely applied only when loop interchange is safe between the outer loop being
unrolled and the inner loop being jammed. Loop unrolling is typically applied solely
to increase the size of the loop body, while loop unroll&jam is applied to additionally
enhance reuse of data within the innermost loop body.

2.2 Data Layout Reordering Optimizations

On a modern multi-core architecture such as that illustrated in Figure 1, data struc-
tures need to be laid out in memory in a way where items being accessed close together
in time have affinity in memory as well, so that they can be brought to caches together
in a group and would not evict each other from the caches. Since different regions
of a program may access a common data structure (e.g., an array) in dramatically
different orders, we consider an optimization called array copying which dynamically
rearranges the layout of array elements by copying them into a separate buffer. Allo-
cating registers for selective array elements can be considered a special case of array
copying [32] and is accomplished through an optimization called scalar replacement.
Figure 3 illustrates the application of both optimizations.

2.2.1 Array Copying

When a small group of consecutively evaluated statements access elements that are far
away from each other in a array, the efficiency of memory accesses can be improved
by copying these elements into a contiguous buffer. Figure 2(d) illustrates such a
situation, where each iteration of the innermost k loop at line 12 accesses an array
a element that is n elements apart from the one accessed in the previous iteration.
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1: void dgemm(double *a,double *b,

double *c, double beta, int n)

2: {

3: int i,j,k,i1,j1,k1,cds, cbs;

4: double* a_cp;

5: cds = 32 * (31+n)/32; cbs=32*32;

6: a_cp=(double*)malloc(cds*cds*sizeof(double));

7: /* copy data from a to a_cp*/

8: for (i1=0; i1< n; i1+=32)

9: for (k1=0; k1< n; k1+=32)

10: for (i=0; i< min(32,n-i1); i ++)

11: for (k=0; k<min(32,n-k1); k ++)

12: a_cp[i1*cds+k1*cbs+i*32+k]=a[(k1+k)*n+(i1+i)];

13: /* Use a_cp instead of a in computation*/

14: for (j1=0; j1<n; j1+=32)

15: for (i1=0; i1<n; i1+=32)

16: for (k1=0; k1<n; k1+=32)

17: for (j=0; j<min(32,n-j1); j++)

18: for (i=0; i<min(32,n-i1); i++) {

19: if (k1 == 0)

20: c[(j1+j)*n+(i1+i)] =

beta*c[(j1+j)*n+(i1+i)];

21: for (k = k1; k<min(k1+32,n); k ++) {

22: c[(j1+j)*n+(i1+i)] += a_cp[i1*cds+k1*cbs+

i*32+k] * b[(j1+j)*n+(k1+k)];

23: }

24: }

26: free(a_cp);

26:} (a) apply array copy to Figure 2(d)

1: void dgemm(double *a,double *b,

double *c, double beta, int n)

2: {

3: int i,j,k;

4: double c0,c1,b0,b1,b2,b3;

5: for (j = 0; j < n; j++)

6: for (i = 0; i < n ; i+=2) {

7: c0 = beta*c[j*n+i];

8: c1 = beta*c[j*n+i+1];

9: for (k = 0; k<n; k +=4) {

10: b0=b[j*n+k];

11: b1=b[j*n+(k+1)];

12: b2=b[j*n+(k+2)];

13: b3=b[j*n+(k+3)];

14: c0 += a[k*n+i] * b0;

15: c0 += a[(k+1)*n+i] * b1;

16: c0 += a[(k+2)*n+i] * b2;

17: c0 += a[(k+3)*n+i] * b3;

18: c1 += a[k*n+i+1] * b0;

19: c1 += a[(k+1)*n+i+1] * b1;

20: c1 += a[(k+2)*n+i+1] * b2;

21: c1 += a[(k+3)*n+i+1] * b3;

22: }

23: c[j*n+i] = c0;

24: c[j*n+i+1] = c1;

25: }

26: }

(b) apply scalar replacement to Figure 2(e)

Figure 3: Applying data layout optimizations to Figure 2

Figure 3(a) shows the result of applying the copying optimization to array a. Here,
a new temporary array a cp allocated at line 6 of Figure 3(a) is used to group all
the array a elements accessed by iterations of the inner j,i,k loops at lines 8-15 of
Figure 2(d) into contiguous memory. Note that the size of a cp is allocated to be a
multiple of 32∗32, the number of array a elements accessed by each of the computation
blocks. Lines 7-12 of Figure 3(a) then copy all the elements from the original a array
to a different location in a cp. Finally, lines 13-24 contain the modified computation
which access data from a cp instead from the original array a. It is obvious that
the array copying operations at lines 7-12 will incur a significant runtime overhead.
However, it is anticipated that the savings in repetitively accessing a cp instead of a
at lines 14-24 will more than compensate the copying overhead. The assumption is
not true for all architectures and input matrix sizes. Therefore, array copying need
to be applied with caution to avoid slowdown of the original code.

2.2.2 Scalar Replacement

While copying a large amount of data can be expensive, copying repetitively accessed
array elements to registers are essentially free and can produce immense performance
gains. Since register allocation is typically handled by backend compilers which do not
keep arrays in registers, array elements need to be first copied to scalar variables to be
considered later for register promotion. The optimization is called scalar replacement,
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void initialize(float* A,

float *B, int N, int M)

{

for (int i=0; i<N; ++i) {

for (int j=0; j<M; ++j) {

*(A+i*M+j) = *(B+i*M+j);

}

}

}

(a) original code

void initialize(float* A,

float *B, int N, int M)

{

for (int i=0; i<N; ++i) {

for (int j=0; j<M; ++j) {

int index = i*M+j;

*(A+index) = *(B+index);

}

}

}

(b) redundant evaluation
elimination

void initialize(float* A,

float *B, int N, int M)

{

for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {

int i1 = i * M;

for (int j = 0; j < M; ++j) {

int index = i1 + j;

*(A+index) = *(B+index);

}

}

}

(c) loop invariant code motion

void initialize(float* A,

float *B, int N, int M)

{

for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {

for (int j = 0; j < M; ++j) {

*(A+j) = *(B+j);

}

A = A + M; B = B + M;

}

}

(d) strength reduction for A+i*M and B+i*M

void initialize(float* A,

float *B, int N, int M)

{

for (int i = 0; i < N; ++i) {

for (int j = 0; j < M; ++j) {

*(A++) = *(B++);

}

}

}

(e) strength reduction for A+i*M+j and B+i*M+j

Figure 4: Examples of applying redundancy elimination optimizations

and Figure 3(b) illustrates the result of using scalars to replace the elements of arrays
C and B accessed by loops j and k in Figure 2(e). Here, lines 7-8 of Figure 3(b) use
c0 and c1 to save the values of c[j∗n+i] and c[j∗n+i+1] respectively, and lines 10-13
use b0 − b3 to save the values of b[j ∗ n + k] through b[j ∗ n + (k + 3)] respectively.
Lines 14-21 then use the new scalars instead of the original array elements to perform
relevant computation. Finally, the values of c0 and c1 are saved back to array c at
lines 23-24. Although scalar replacement presumably has no runtime overhead, when
overly applied, it could create too many scalar variables and overwhelm the backend
compiler register allocation algorithm into generating inefficient code. Therefore, it
needs to be applied cautiously and preferably based empirical feedbacks.

2.3 Redundancy Elimination

Most of the optimized codes in Figures 2 and 3 contain long expressions used as
subscripts to access array elements. Repetitive evaluation of these expressions can
be prohibitive if not properly managed. The key insight of redundancy elimination
optimizations is that if an operation has already been evaluated, do not evaluate it
again, especially if the operation is inside multiple nested loops. The optimizations are
typically applied only to integer expressions that do not access data from arrays, by
completely eliminating redundant evaluations, moving repetitive evaluations outside
of loops, and replacing expensive evaluations with cheaper ones, illustrated in Figure 4
and summarized in the following.
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2.3.1 Eliminating Redundant Evaluations

If an expression e has already been evaluated on every control-flow path leading to
e from the program entry, the evaluation can be removed entirely by saving and
reusing the result of the previous identical evaluations. As example, Figure 4(a)
shows a simple C routine where the expression i ∗M + j is evaluated twice at every
iteration of the surrounding i and j loops. The second evaluation of i ∗M + j can be
eliminated entirely by saving the result of the first evaluation, shown in Figure 4(b).

2.3.2 Loop Invariant Code Motion

In Figure 4(b), the result of evaluating i ∗M never changes at different iterations
of the j loop. Therefore, this loop-invariant evaluation can be moved outside of the
j loop, shown in Figure 4(c). In general, if an expression e is evaluated at every
iteration of a loop, and its evaluation result never changes, e should be moved outside
of the surrounding loop so that it is evaluated only once. The underlying assumption
is that at runtime, the loop will be evaluated more than once. Since the assumption
is true for the majority of loops in software applications, loop invariant code motion
is automatically applied extensively by most compilers.

2.3.3 Strength Reduction

Many expressions inside loops are expressed in terms of the surrounding loop index
variables, similar to the expressions A+i∗M+j and B+i∗M+j in Figure 4(a). When
the surrounding loops increment their index variables each time by a known integer
constant, the cost of evaluating these expressions can be reduced via an optimization
called strength reduction. Figure 4(d) shows an example of applying strength reduction
to optimize the evaluation of A + i ∗M + j and B + i ∗M + j in (a). Here the two
array pointers, A and B, are incrementally updated at every iteration of the i loop
instead of reevaluating A + i ∗M at every iteration, shown in (b). Similarly, instead
of evaluating A + j at every iteration of the j loop, we can perform another strength
reduction optimization by incrementing A with 1 at every iteration of the j loop.
The result of this optimization is shown in Figure 4(e). Strength reduction is a highly
effective technique and is frequently used by compilers to reduce the cost of evaluating
subscripted addresses of array references, such as those in Figures 2 and 3.

3 Empirical Tuning Of Optimizations

Many of the loop and data layout optimizations in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 are extremely
sensitive to the underlying architectures. As the result, it is difficult to predict how to
properly configure these optimizations a priori. A better approach is to parameterize
their configurations and try evaluate the efficiency of differently optimized code using
a set of representative input data. Proper optimization configurations can then be
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determined based on the experimental data collected. This approach is referred to as
empirical tuning of optimization configurations.

POET script

Input 
code

ROSE Analysis engine

Developer

Specialist

Analysis result

Human
knowledge

POET 
interpreter Transformation

Libraries

Language
specializations

Parameter
values

Search driver  

Machine

POET Transformation Engine

Final program

Optimized
code

Performance

Figure 5: Optimization Environment

POET [34] is an open-source interpreted
program transformation language designed to
support flexible parameterization and empir-
ical tuning of architecture-sensitive optimiza-
tions to achieve portable high performance on
varying architectures [34]. Figure 5 shows its
targeting optimization environment, where an
optimizing compiler named ROSE analysis en-
gine [21] or a computational specialist (i.e. an
experienced developer) performs advanced op-
timization analysis to identify profitable pro-
gram transformations and then uses POET to
extensively parameterize architecture-sensitive
optimizations to the input code. This POET
output can then be ported to different ma-
chines together with the user application,
where local POET transformation engines empirically reconfigure the parameterized
optimizations until satisfactory performance is achieved.

3.1 The POET Language

Table 1 provides an overview of the POET language, which includes a collection of
atomic and compound values to accurately represent the internal structure of arbi-
trary input codes, systematic variable management and control flow to build arbitrary
program transformations, and special-purpose concepts to support dynamic parsing
of arbitrary programming languages, effective tracing of optimized codes, and flexible
composition of parameterized transformations. Figure 6 shows an example of using
these components in a typical POET script.

3.1.1 The Type System

POET supports two types of atomic values: integers and strings. Two boolean val-
ues, TRUE and FALSE, are provided but are equal to integers 1 and 0 respectively.
Additionally, it supports the following compound types.

• Lists. A POET list is a singly linked list of arbitrary values and can be con-
structed by simply enumerating all the elements. For example, (a “<=” b)
produces a list with three elements, a, “<=”, and b. Lists can be dynamically
extended using the :: operator at line 12 of Table 1.

• Tuples. A POET tuple contains a finite sequence of values separated by commas.
For example, (“i”, 0, “m”, 1) constructs a tuple with four values, “i”, 0, “m”,
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Types of values
1 atomic types int (e.g., 1, 20, -3), string (e.g., “abc”, “132”)
2 e1 e2 ... en A list of n elements e1, e2, ..., en
3 e1, e2, ..., en A tuple of n elements e1, e2, ..., en
4 MAP{f1=>t1, ..., fn=>tn} An associative map of n entries which map fi to ti ∀i = 1, ..., n
5 c # (p1, ..., pn) A code template object of type c with p1, ..., pn as parameter values
6 f [v1=p1; ...; vn=pn] A xform handle f with optional parameters v1,...,vn set to p1,...,pn

Operating on different types of values
7 +,−,∗,/,%,<,<=,>,>=,==,!= Integer arithmetics and comparison
8 !, &&, || Boolean operators
9 ==, != Equality comparison between arbitrary types of values
10 a ∧ b Concatenate two values a and b into a single string
11 SPLIT(p,a) Split string a with p as separator; if p is an int, split a at index p
12 a :: b Prepend value a in front of list b s.t. a becomes head of the new list
13 HEAD(l), car(l) The first element of a list l
14 TAIL(l), cdr(l) The tail behind the first element of a list l; returns “” if l is not a list
15 a[b] where a is a tuple The bth element of a tuple a
16 a[b] where a is a map The value mapped to entry b in an associative map a
17 a[c.d] where c is a type name The value of parameter d in the c code template object a
18 LEN(a) where a is a string The number of characters in string a
19 LEN(a) where a is not a string The number of entries in the list, tuple, or map; return 1 otherwise

Variable assignment and control flow
20 a = b Modify a variable a to have value b; return b as result
21 a[i] = b Modify associative map a so that i is mapped to b; return b as result
22 (a1, ..., am) = (b1, ..., bm) Modify a1, ..., am with b1, ..., bm respectively; return the b tuple
23 a1; a2; ... ; am Evaluate expressions a1 a2 ... am in order; return the result of am
24 RETURN a Return a as evaluation result of the current xform invocation
25 if (a) { b } [ else {c} ] Return b or c as result based on whether a is TRUE or FALSE
26 for (e1; e2; e3) { b } Equivalent to the for loop in C; always return empty string
27 BREAK, CONTINUE Equivalent to break and continue in C; used only in loops

Pattern Matching And Transformation Operators
28 a : b Return whether value a matches the pattern specifier b
29 switch(a){case b1:c1 ... case bn:cn} Match a against pattern b1,...,bn in turn; evaluate the matching branch
30 foreach(a : b : c) { d } Evaluate d;c for each component of a that matches pattern b

foreach r(a : b : c) { d } Same as foreach, except values in a are traversed in reverse order
31 REPLACE(c1,c2,e) Replace all occurrences of c1 with c2 in e
32 REPLACE(((o1,r1)...(om, rm)), e) In a pre-order traversal of e, replace each oi (i=1,...,m) with ri
33 REBUILD(e) Rebuild each code template object inside e
34 DUPLICATE(c1,c2,e) Replicate e while each time replacing c1 by a different value in c2
35 PERMUTE( (i1, i2, ..., im),e) Reorder a list e s.t. the jth (j=1,...,m) value is at ij in the result

Global type/variable declarations and commands
36 <define a b /> Declare a global macro variable a with b as its value
37 <trace a1,...,am /> Declare a list of tracing handles a1,...,am
38 <parameter p type=t default=v Declare a command-line parameter p with type t, default value v,

parse=r message=d/> and meaning d; parse its value from command-line using specifier r
39 <input cond=c from=f If c evaluates to true, parse the input code from file f using syntax

syntax=s to=t /> descriptions defined in file s, then save the parsing result to variable t
40 <eval s1,...,sm /> Evaluate the group of expressions/statements s1, ..., sm
41 <output from=t to=f If c evaluates to true, unparse result of evaluating t to file f using

syntax=s cond=c /> syntax descriptions defined in file s.

Table 1: Overview of the POET language [34]

and 1. A tuple cannot be dynamically extended and is typically used to group
multiple parameters of a function call.

• Associative Maps. A POET map associates pairs of arbitrary values and is
constructed by invoking the MAP operator at line 4 of Table 1. For example,
MAP{3=>“abc”} builds a map that associates 3 with “abc”. Associative maps
can be dynamically modified using assignments, shown at line 21 of Table 1.
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• Code Templates. A POET code template is a distinct user-defined data type
and needs to be explicitly declared with a type name and a tuple of template
parameters, shown at lines 2-5 of Figure 6, before being used. It is similar to
the struct type in C, where template parameters can be viewed as data fields
of the C struct. A code template object is constructed using the # operator at
line 5 of Table 1. For example, Loop#(“i”, 0, “N”, 1) builds an object of the
code template Loop with (“i”, 0, “N”, 1) as values for the template parameters.

• Xform Handles. Each POET xform handle refers to a global xform routine
which is equivalent to a global function in C. It is constructed by following
the name of the routine with an optional list of configurations to set up future
invocations of the routine, shown at line 6 of Table 1. Each xform handle can
be invoked with actual parameters just like a function pointer in C.

3.1.2 Variables And Control Flow

POET variables can hold arbitrary types of values, and their types are dynamically
checked during evaluation to ensure type safety. These variables can be separated
into the following three categories.

• Local variables, whose scopes are restricted within the bodies of individual
code templates or xform routines. For example, at lines 2-13 of Figure 6,
i,start,stop,step are local variables of the code template Loop, and list,result,
and p list are local variables of the xform routine ReverseList. Local variables
are introduced by declaring them as parameters or simply using them in the
body of a code template or xform routine.

• Static variables, whose scopes are restricted within an individual POET file and
can be used freely within the file without explicit declaration. For example, at
line 20 of Figure 6, both backward and succ are file-static variables, which are
used to store temporary results across different components of the same file.

• Global variables, whose scopes span across all POET files being interpreted.
Each global variable must be explicitly declared as a macro (e.g., the OPT STMT
variable declared at line 14 of Figure 6), a command-line parameter (e.g., in-
putFile, inputLang, and outputFile declared at lines 15-17), or a tracing handle
(e.g., inputCode declared at line 18).

In summary, only global variables need to be explicitly declared. All other identifiers
are treated as local or static variables based on the scopes of their appearances unless
an explicit prefix, e.g., GLOBAL, CODE, or XFORM, is used to qualify the name as
a global macro, a code template, or a xform routine respectively. An example of such
qualified names is shown at line 14 of Figure 6.

POET variables can be freely modified within their scopes using assignments, shown
at lines 20 of Table 1. Additionally, global macros can be modified through the define
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1: include utils.incl

2: <*The code template type for all loops supported by the POET optimization library *>

3: <code Loop pars=(i:ID, start:EXP, stop:EXP, step:EXP) >

4: for (@i@=@start@; @i@<@stop@; @i@+=@step@)

5: </code>

6: <xform ReverseList pars=(list) prepend=""> <<* a xform routine which reverses the input list

7: result = HEAD(list) :: prepend;

8: for (p_list = TAIL(list); p_list != ""; p_list = TAIL(p_list))

9: {

10: result = HEAD(p_list) :: result;

11: }

12: result

13: </xform>

14:<define OPT_STMT CODE.Loop />

15:<parameter inputFile message="input file name"/>

16:<parameter inputLang default="" message="file name for input language syntax" />

17:<parameter outputFile default="" message="file name for output" />

18:<trace inputCode/>

19:<input cond=(inputLang!="") from=(inputFile) syntax=(inputLang) to=inputCode/>

20:<eval backward = ReverseList[prepend="Reversed\n"](inputCode);

succ = XFORM.AnalzeOrTransformCode(inputCode); />

21:<output cond=(succ) to=(outputFile) syntax=(inputLang) from=inputCode/>

Figure 6: An example illustrating the overall structure of a POET file

command illustrated at line 14 of Figure 6; command-line parameters can be modified
through command-line options; and tracing handles can be modified implicitly by
POET special-purpose operators and thus can be used by POET library routines to
directly modify their input data structures (for more details, see Sections 3.2.2).

As summarized by lines 20-35 of Table 1 and illustrated by lines 6-13 of Figure 6,
POET program transformations are defined as xform routines which can use arbi-
trary control-flow such as conditionals, loops, and recursive function calls; can build
compound data structures such as lists, tuples, hash tables, and code templates; and
can invoke many built-in operations (e.g., pattern matching, replacement and replica-
tion) to modify the input code. The full programming support for defining arbitrary
customizable transformations distinguishes POET from most other existing special-
purpose transformation languages, which rely on template- or pattern-based rewrite
rules to support definition of new transformations.

3.1.3 The Overall Structure Of A POET Script

Figure 6 shows the typical structure of a POET script, which includes a sequence of
include directives (line 1), type declarations (lines 2-13), global variable declarations
(lines 14-18), and executable commands (lines 19-21). The include directives specify
the names of other POET files that should be evaluated before the current one and
thus must appear at the beginning of a POET script. All the other POET declarations
and commands can appear in arbitrary order and are evaluated in their order of
appearance. Comments (see lines 2 and 6 of Figure 6) can appear anywhere.
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POET supports three global commands, input, eval, and output, summarized in
Table 1 at lines 39-41 and illustrated in Figure 6 at lines 19-21. The input command
at line 19 of Figure 6 parses a given file named by inputF ile using the language
syntax file inputLang and then stores the parsed internal representation of the input
code to variable inputCode. The eval command at line 20 specifies a sequence of
expressions and statements to evaluate. Finally, the output Command at line 21
writes the transformed inputCode to an external file named by outputF ile.

Most POET expressions and statements are embedded inside the global eval com-
mands or the bodies of individual code templates or xform routines. Most POET
expressions are pure in that unless tracing handles are involved, they compute new
values instead of modifying existing ones. POET statements, as shown at lines 20-27
of Table 1, are used to support variable assignment and program control flow. Except
for loops, which always have an empty value, all the other POET statements have
values just like expressions. When multiple statements are composed in a sequence,
only the value of the last statement is returned.

3.2 Using POET To Support Optimization Tuning

POET provides a library of routines to support many well-known source-level opti-
mizations to achieve high performance for scientific codes on modern architectures.
A subset of these routines is shown in Table 2, which can be invoked by an arbi-
trary POET script with command-line parameters so that their configurations can
be empirically tuned based on the runtime performance of differently optimized code.
Figure 9 illustrates such an example, which optimizes the matrix-matrix multiplica-
tion kernel in Figure 7 through the following steps.

• Include the POET opt library (line 1); Declare command line parameters (lines 2-
10) and tracing handles (lines 11-12); Specify input code to optimize (line 13).

• Declare macros to configure the library (lines 14-19); Invoke library routines to
optimize the input code (lines 20-29); Specify where to output result (line 30).

The following subsections explain these components in more detail.

3.2.1 Tagging Input Code For Optimization

POET is language neutral and uses syntax specifications defined in external files to
dynamically process different input and output languages. For example, the input
command at line 13 of figure 9 specifies that the input code should be read from a file
named “dgemm test.C” and then parsed using C syntax defined in file “Cfront.code”.

POET supports automatic tracing of various fragments of the input code as they
go through different transformations by tagging these fragments with tracing handles
inside comments of the input code. As illustrated by Figure 7, each POET tag either
starts with “//@” and lasts until the line break, or starts with “/*@” and ends with
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1: void dgemm_test(const int M, const int N, const int K, const double alpha, const double *A, const

int lda, const double *B, const int ldb, const double beta, double *C, const int ldc)

2: {

3: int i,j,l; //@=>gemmDecl=Stmt

4: for (j = 0; j < N; j += 1) //@ BEGIN(nest1=Nest)

5: for (i = 0; i < M; i += 1) //@ BEGIN(nest3=Nest)

6: {

7: C[j*ldc+i] = beta * C[j*ldc+i];

8: for (l = 0; l < K; l +=1) //@ BEGIN(nest2=Nest)

9: C[j*ldc+i] += alpha * A[l*lda+i]*B[j*ldb+l];

10: }

11: }

Figure 7: An example POET input code with embedded annotations

“@*/”. A single-line tag applies to a single line of program source and has the format
=> x = T, where T specifies the type of the tagged code fragment, and x specifies
the name of the tracing handle used to keep track of the fragment. A multi-line tag
applies to more than one lines of program source and has the format BEGIN(x=T).
For example, line 4 of Figure 7 indicates that the tracing handles nest1 should be used
to trace the fragment starting from the for loop and lasting until the code template
Nest (i.e., the whole loop nest) has been fully parsed (i.e., until line 10).

3.2.2 Tracing Optimizations Of The Input Code

Each POET script may apply a long sequence of different optimizations to an input
code and can specify a large number of command-line parameters to dynamically
reconfigure its behavior, as illustrated by lines 2-10 of Figure 9. POET provides
dedicated language support to automatically trace the modification of various code
fragments to support extremely flexible composition of parameterized optimizations
so that their configurations can be easily adjusted [34].

Figure 8: AST representation of Figure 7

In order to trace transformations to
an input code, a POET script needs
to explicitly declare a group of special
global variables as tracing handles, as
illustrated by lines 11-12 of Figure 9.
These tracing handles can be used to tag
the input code, illustrated in Figure 7,
so that after successfully parsing the in-
put file, they are embedded inside the in-
ternal representation, named AST (Ab-
stract Syntax Tree), of the input code.
Figure 8 illustrates such an AST repre-
sentation of the input code in Figure 7
with embedded tracing handles. Here
since tracing handles are contained as an integral component of the input code, they
can be automatically modified by routines of the POET Optimization library even
when the optimization routines cannot directly access them through their names.
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1: include opt.pi

2:

3: <parameter outputFile default="" message="Output file name"/>

4: <parameter par parse=INT default=2 message="# of threads to run nest1"/>

5: <parameter par_bk parse=INT default=256 message="# of iterations to run on each thread"/>

6: <parameter cache_bk parse=LIST(INT," ") default=1 message="blocking factor for nest1"/>

7: <parameter cp parse=INT default=0 message="whether to copy array A"/>

8: <parameter uj parse=LIST(INT," ") default=(2 2) message="Unroll&jam factor for nest1"/>

9: <parameter ur parse=INT default=2 message="Unroll factor for nest2"/>

10: <parameter scalar parse=INT default=1 message="whether to scalar repl A"/>

11: <trace inputCode,decl,nest1,nest3,nest2/>

12: <trace nest1_private = ("j" "i" "l") A_ref =(ArrayAccess#("A","l"*"lda"+"i"))/>

13: <input from="dgemm_test.C" syntax="Cfront.code" to=inputCode/>

14: <define TRACE_DECL decl/>

15: <define TRACE_INCL inputCode/>

16: <define TRACE_VARS nest1_private/>

17: <define TRACE_TARGET inputCode />

18: <define TRACE_EXP A_ref/>

19: <define ARRAY_ELEM_TYPE "double"/>

20: <eval BlockLoops[factor=par_bk](nest1[Nest.body], nest1);

21: ParallelizeLoop[threads=par;private=nest1_private](nest1);

22: if (par > 1) TraceNestedLoops(nest1, nest1[Nest.body]);

23: BlockLoops[factor=cache_bk](nest2, nest1);

24: if (cp) CopyRepl[init_loc=nest1;delete_loc=nest1;permute=(2 1)](A_ref, (nest3 nest2), nest1);

25: if (cache_bk != 1) TraceNestedLoops((nest1 nest3 nest2),nest2[Nest.body]);

26: UnrollJam[factor=uj](nest2,nest1);

27: UnrollLoop[factor=ur](nest2);

28: if (scalar) ScalarRepl[init_loc=nest2[Nest.body]](A_ref, (nest3 nest2), nest2[Nest.body]);

29: CleanupBlockedNests(inputCode);/>

30: <output to=outputFile syntax="Cfront.code" from=(inputCode)/>

Figure 9: A POET script for optimizing Figure 7

3.2.3 Composing Parameterized Optimizations

In Figure 9, lines 14-29 illustrates how to apply 6 heavily parameterized optimiza-
tions: OpenMP parallelization (lines 20-21), cache blocking (line 23), copying of array
A (line 24), loop unroll&jam (line 26), loop unrolling (line 27) and scalar replacement
(line 28), to the matrix multiplication code in Figure 7. Each optimization is im-
plemented via simple invocations of POET opt library routines defined in Table 2,
with tuning parameters of each routine controlled command-line parameters. Finally,
line 29 explicitly invokes the CleanupBlockedNests routine in Table 2 to cleanup
any inefficiencies produced by the previous optimizations.

In Figure 9, in spite of the heavy parameterization, each optimization is specified
independently of others with minimal configuration, although any of the previous
optimizations could be turned on or off via command-line parameters. This flexibility
is supported by the declaration of several tracing handles at lines 11-12. In particular,
the tracing handles inputCode, decl, nest1, nest3, and nest2 are used to track various
fragments of the input code and have been used to tag the input code in Figure 7,
nest1 private is used to track thread-local variables when parallelizing nest1, and
A ref is used to track the expression used to access array A. At lines 14-19, these
handles are set as values of various configuration macros of the POET opt library so
that they are automatically modified by all the opt library routines to reflect changes
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Optimization Interface Optimization Semantics Config. parameters Tuning parameters
PermuteLoops[order=o](n,x) Permute loops in between n and x o: loop nesting order
FuseLoops(n, x) Fuse loops in n to replace x
BlockLoops[factor=f](n,x) Block loops in between n and x f : blocking factors
ParallelizeLoop[threads=t;
private=p; reduction=r](x)

Parallelize loop x using OpenMP
pragma

p: private variables;
r: reduction vars

t: number of threads
to run x

UnrollLoop[factor=u](x) Unroll loop x u : unrolling factor
UnrollJam[factor=u](n,x) Unroll loops in between n and x;

Jam the unrolled loops inside n
u : unrolling factors

CleanupBlockedNests(x) Cleanup loops in x after block-
ing/unrolling has been applied

CopyRepl[init loc=i;
save loc=s; delete loc=d;
permute=p](a, n, x)

Copy data referenced by a via sur-
rounding loops n; replace refer-
ences inside x with copied data

i/s/d: where to initial-
ize/save/delete buffer; p: per-
mute loops in n during copy

ScalarRepl[[init loc=i;
save loc=s](a, n, x)

Replace data referenced by a via
loops n with scalars in x

i/s: where to initial-
ize/save scalar vars

FiniteDiff[exp type=t](e,d,x) Reduce the cost of evaluating e+d
in input code x

t : expression type

TraceNestedLoops(h,x) Modify tracing handles in h to
contain nested loops in x

Table 2: Selected optimization routines supported by the POET opt library

TRACE DECL Tracing handle for inserting all variable declarations
TRACE INCL Tracing handle for inserting all header file inclusions
TRACE VARS Tracing handle for inserting all the new variables created
TRACE TARGET Tracing handle for tracking all modifications to the input code
TRACE EXP Tracing handle for tracking input expressions used in optimizations
ARRAY ELEM TYPE The element type of all arrays being optimized

Table 3: Macro configurations supported by the POET opt library

to the input code. The semantics of these configuration macros are defined in Table 3.
Through these macros, although each optimization is identified independently based
on the original source code in Figure 7, the transformation remains correct irrespective
of how many other optimizations have been applied, as long as each optimization uses
these tracing handles as input and configuration parameters and then modifies them
accordingly afterwards. A POET script can also directly modify tracing handles
as it transitions from one optimization to another. For example, in Figure 9, line 22
modifies nest1 so that if OpenMP parallelization has been applied, later optimizations
are applied to the sequential computation block within each thread. Similarly, if
cache blocking has been applied, line 25 modifies nest1, nest3 and nest2 so that later
register-level optimizations are applied to the inner computation block.

3.2.4 Correctness And Efficiency Of Optimized Code

When using POET to optimize the source code of an input program, the correctness
of optimization depends on two factors: whether the POET optimization library is
correctly implemented, and whether the library routines are invoked correctly in the
user-specified POET script. If either the library or the optimization script has errors,
the optimized code may be incorrect. An optimizing compiler, e.g., the ROSE analysis
engine in Figure 5, can ensure the correctness of its auto-generated POET scripts via
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2.66Ghz Core2Duo 2.2Ghz Athlon-64 X2

Kernel gcc icc ATLAS PTE+ gcc ATLAS PTE+
name +ref +ref gen full spec +ref gen full spec

sgemmK 571 6226 4730 13972 15048 1009 4093 7651 6918

dgemmK 649 3808 4418 8216 7758 939 3737 4009 3754

Table 4: Performance in MFLOPS of differently optimized matrix multiplication
codes [37] (sgemmK/dgemmK: single-precision/double-precision matrix-matrix mul-
tiplication kernel; gcc+ref/icc+ref: naive implementation compiled with gcc/icc; AT-
LAS gen/full: ATLAS implementation using source-generator/full search; PTE+spec:
implementation produced by POET transformation engine.)

conservative program analysis. For user supplied POET scripts, additional testing
can be used to verify that the optimized code is working properly. Therefore, each
optimized code should be tested for correctness before its performance is measured
and used to guide the empirical tuning of optimization configurations.

3.3 Empirical Tuning And Experimental Results

When used to support auto-tuning of performance optimizations, POET relies on an
empirical search driver [22], shown in Figure 5, to automatically explore the optimiza-
tion configuration space for varying architectures. Our previous work has developed
POET scripts both manually [23, 37] and automatically through the ROSE loop op-
timizer [33]. For several linear algebra kernels , our manually written POET scripts
have achieved similar performance as that achieved by manually written assembly
in the widely-used ATLAS library [30]. A sample of the performance comparison is
shown in Table 4. More details of the experimental results can be found in [37].
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Figure 10: Performance of a 27 point ja-
cobi kernel when optimized with differ-
ent blocking factors on a Intel Nehalem
8-core machine [23]

To illustrate the need for empirical tun-
ing of optimization configurations, Figure 10
shows the performance variations of a 27-
point jacobi kernel when optimized with dif-
ferent blocking factors [23]. Here the exe-
cution time ranges from 2.9 to over 12 sec-
onds as the stencil kernel parallelized with a
pipelining strategy utilizes machine resources
with a variety of different efficiencies. It
is typical for different optimization configu-
rations, especially different blocking factors,
to make an order of magnitude difference in
performance with little predictability. Con-
sequently, empirical tuning is necessary to
automatically achieve portable high perfor-
mance on varying architectures.
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4 Related Work

The optimization techniques discussed in Section 2 are well-known compiler tech-
niques for improving the performance of scientific applications [4, 6, 13, 15, 19, 27, 31]
and can be fully automated by compilers based on loop level dependence analysis [1]
or more sophisticated integer programming frameworks such as the Polyhedral frame-
work [3]. Our ROSE analysis engine in Figure 5 is based on an optimization technique
called dependence hoisting [35], which does not use integer programming. While we
built our analysis engine within the ROSE compiler [14], other source-to-source op-
timizing compilers, e.g., the Paralax infrastructure [28], the Cetus compiler [8], and
the Open64 compiler [2], can be similarly extended to serve as our analysis engine.

POET is a scripting language that can be used by developers to directly invoke
advanced optimizations to improve the performance of their codes [34, 37]. POET is
designed with a focus to support flexible composition of parameterized optimizations
so that their configurations can be experimented on the fly and empirically tuned.
POET supports existing iterative compilation frameworks [10,12,17,18,20,25] by pro-
viding a transformation engine which enables collective parameterization of advanced
compiler optimizations. The POET transformation engine can be easily extended to
work with various search and modeling techniques [5, 20, 29,38] in auto-tuning.

Besides POET, various annotation languages such as OpenMP [7] and the X lan-
guage [9] also provide programmable control of compiler optimizations. The work
by Hall et al. [11] allows developers to provide a sequence of loop transformation
Recipes to guide transformations performed by an optimizing compiler. These lan-
guages serve as a programming interface for developers to provide additional inputs
to an optimizing compiler. In contract, POET allows developers to directly control
the optimization of their codes without relying on an existing optimizing compiler.

5 Summaries And Future Work

As modern computer architectures evolve towards increasingly large numbers of power-
efficient parallel processing cores, achieving high performance on such machines entails
a large collection of advanced optimizations including partitioning of computation for
parallel execution, enhancing data reuse within multiple levels of caches, reducing the
synchronization or communication cost of accessing shared data, and carefully balanc-
ing the utilization of different functional units in each CPU. This chapter focuses on
a number of critical optimization techniques for enhancing the performance of scien-
tific codes on multi-core architectures and introduces how to use the POET language
to flexibly parameterize the composition of these optimizations so that their con-
figurations can be empirically tuned. A survey of optimization techniques for high
performance computing on other modern architectures such as GPUs, many-cores,
and clusters are left to future work.
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